
Bringing the magic of
live theatre into schools 

A
CHRISTMAS

CAROL
On a cold, white Christmas Eve, the embittered figure of
Ebenezer Scrooge sits alone in his opulent chambers when he
is visited by the tortured ghost of Jacob Marley. His late
business partner, now regretful of the way he lived his life,
warns Scrooge that he too is doomed unless he heeds the
words of the three spirits that are about to visit him.

Suitable for ages 13-16
GCSE/Key Stage 4

Touring
Playhouse

Our faithful adaptation is fast-moving, captivating and iconic.
Exploring themes and quotations of the text, linked directly into the key
assessment criteria of the GCSE exam boards.
Our actors are highly skilled and have previous experience in educational
environments; our productions are fast moving, captivating and impactful.
Setting up takes only 30 minutes and breaking down takes less than 15 minutes.
We will minimise the time spent on school premises.
We believe in providing the highest quality performances in schools because we
highly value the exposure of young people to live theatre and we understand the
barriers that schools face in taking students on external trips.

60-minute Performance: 
30-minute Workshop: 

Experienced Casts: 

Access Times: 

Overcoming Barriers: 

Professional Safe Convenient

Our cast travel and stay as a fixed team whilst on tour. 
We encourage hand-washing, cleaning and ventilation in auditions, rehearsals and
performances.
Within schools we always wear masks except for when performing.
We mark out a 2m distance between performers and audience members.
We appoint one person as point of contact in the cast and we ask the same of the faculty,
keeping contact to an absolute minimum.
We have contingency options for if circumstances change and we are not able to visit the
school on the booking date.

COVID
SAFETY

We provide a
risk assessment and
a full Covid-19 policy

More about us Our experience: 

Our focus is on quality and accessibility

                            With careers in the entertainment industry covering theatre in
education (TIE), professional stage and film sets, we have crafted the best in-
school experiences available.

Prices and booking The cost of a single performance is £750 (+VAT) or if you have two shows
in a day, it is £1250 (+VAT). This includes both the show and post-show
workshop Q&A. Please contact us for enquiries or bookings.

Our production in your school 

For more information and booking:
0207 193 9050

info@touringplayhouse.com
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